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Magnetic excitations in non-collinear antiferromagnetic Weyl
semimetal Mn3Sn
Pyeongjae Park1,2, Joosung Oh1,2, Klára Uhlířová3, Jerome Jackson 4, András Deák 5,6, László Szunyogh5,6, Ki Hoon Lee1,2,
Hwanbeom Cho1,2, Ha-Leem Kim2, Helen C. Walker 7, Devashibhai Adroja7,8, Vladimír Sechovský3 and Je-Geun Park 1,2

Mn3Sn has recently attracted considerable attention as a magnetic Weyl semimetal exhibiting concomitant transport anomalies at
room temperature. The topology of the electronic bands, their relation to the magnetic ground state and their nonzero Berry
curvature lie at the heart of the problem. The examination of the full magnetic Hamiltonian reveals otherwise hidden aspects of
these unusual physical properties. Here, we report the full spin wave spectra of Mn3Sn measured over a wide momentum—energy
range by the inelastic neutron scattering technique. Using a linear spin wave theory, we determine a suitable magnetic Hamiltonian
which not only explains the experimental results but also stabilizes the low-temperature helical phase, consistent with our DFT
calculations. The effect of this helical ordering on topological band structures is further examined using a tight binding method,
which confirms the elimination of Weyl points in the helical phase. Our work provides a rare example of the intimate coupling
between the electronic and spin degrees of freedom for a magnetic Weyl semimetal system.
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INTRODUCTION
It is an intriguing question of how certain electronic band
structures give rise to nontrivial topological properties. Initial work
focused on how unique edge states form for particular
symmetries, leading to the now broad and popular field of
topological insulators.1 More recently, attention has concentrated
on magnetic systems, where Dirac points at band crossings are
broken into two sets of so-called Weyl points because of the
broken time-reversal symmetry. Systems with Weyl points exhibit
a nontrivial Berry’s phase, which can be characterized by
measuring transport anomalies such as the anomalous Hall effect.
Mn3Sn, a non-collinear metallic antiferromagnet whose magnetic
ions sit on a kagome lattice, has recently drawn growing interest
for its rather remarkable transport anomalies. Density functional
calculations examining the Weyl points2,3 and transport measure-
ments4–8 of Mn3Sn show that this antiferromagnetic metal
exhibits significant transport anomalies at room temperature.
Subsequently, the presence of the Weyl points in the electronic
band structure have been confirmed by angle-resolved photo-
emission spectroscopy and magnetoresistance measurements.9

More recently, it was suggested that it may also have spin
polarized current, which would make it an interesting candidate
for spintronics applications.10

According to studies done in the 1980s and 1990s, the
magnetic structure of Mn3Sn has a 120° structure with a negative
vector chirality at room temperature. This ground state indicates
the presence of significant Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya (DM) interac-
tions mediated by a spin–orbit coupling11–14 which, together with
an easy-axis anisotropy, stabilizes a weak ferromagnetic

moment.13,15 On the other hand, the low-temperature phase of
Mn3Sn is known to depend on the precise ratio between Mn and
Sn contents (see ref. 16). Some earlier results show that Mn3Sn
displays an additional incommensurate helical ordering along the
c-axis kz≃ 0.09 below 220 –270 K17,18 (we call it as the A-type
Mn3Sn), while others found a glass phase below 50 K, instead of
the helical ordering19,20 (we call it as the B-type Mn3Sn). While
both types show the same transport anomalies at room
temperature,4,7 the A-type Mn3Sn does not show the transport
anomaly at the low-temperature phase with the helical ordering.21

It is usually beneficial to carry out inelastic neutron scattering
experiments at lower temperature because of thermal fluctua-
tions. However, the complex glass phase of the B-type Mn3Sn
makes it difficult to use the inelastic neutron scattering technique
at low temperature. Meanwhile, we note that both types are
identical in terms of the crystal and magnetic structures at room
temperature,9,18,20,21 and it is also known that the phase transition
at 220–270 K in the A-type Mn3Sn is not accompanied by any
structural transition.22 Thus, we can gain insight into the magnetic
Hamiltonian of Mn3Sn at room temperature by measuring the A-
type Mn3Sn at low temperature, since there should be, a priori, no
significant difference in the intrinsic magnetic Hamiltonian for
both types of Mn3Sn samples with the same crystal structure.
The magnetic excitation spectra of the A-type, helically ordered,

Mn3Sn were previously studied using inelastic neutron scattering
(INS) in the early 1990s with limited success.23–25 Here, we report
the full spin wave spectra of the A-type Mn3Sn over a wide
momentum-energy range measured by INS. The full magnetic
Hamiltonian based on a local moment model is proposed in order
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to explain the data completely using a linear spin wave theory.
Supported by density functional theory (DFT) calculations, we also
present a low-temperature magnetic structure which involves a
helical ordering with some important details that have so far been
neglected in previous studies, including its effect on the Weyl
points of Mn3Sn.

RESULTS
Magnetic structure
A 120° magnetic structure with negative vector chirality (Γ5) is
used within each single a–b plane, which has been confirmed by
both theoretical calculations and experiments11–15 (Fig. 1b).
However, because our inelastic neutron scattering experiment
was done at 5 K, extra effects from the low-temperature phase
must be considered rather than just using the room temperature
phase. As we noted in the Introduction, there are two types of
Mn3Sn: A and B type. By measuring the magnetization of our
sample, we observed a clear phase transition near 260 K but failed
to observe any increasing magnetization below 50 K (see
Supplementary Fig. 1). This result confirms that our sample has
the helical order of the A-type at low temperature as shown in
Fig. 1a.
There are a few other noteworthy features of this phase. First,

the spin directions of two Mn atoms connected by inversion
symmetry are no longer parallel in the helical phase. Instead, one
of them is rotated by as much as half a turn (≃16.3°) in the a–b
plane by the helical ordering (Fig. 1a). This helical ordering has
significant effects on Weyl fermions and the corresponding Hall
conductivity of Mn3Sn, which will be dealt with in the Discussion
section. The helical ordering of the A-type Mn3Sn is rather
complicated: a previous neutron diffraction result shows that
there are multiple satellite peaks at (1, 0, τ1), (1, 0, τ2), and (1, 0,
3τ2), with τ1 ’ 0:07 and τ2 ’ 0:09 (see ref. 17). The first two peaks
correspond to two propagating helices, and the third one is due to
the anharmonicity of the second helix. We can safely ignore the
contribution by τ1 for our spin waves calculations, since the
diffraction peak of τ1 is much weaker than the other one.26 The
existence of anharmonicity can also be well explained by our
Hamiltonian, which will be shown later.

INS data and magnetic Hamiltonian
Our INS data show the spin wave spectra over the full Brillouin
zone, which extends to almost 0.1 eV (Fig. 2a). These coherent spin
wave spectra prove to have a well-defined magnetic structure at
5 K. To explain the data, we use the following Hamiltonian:

Ĥ ¼
X

i;k

ðJkSi � SiþΔkÞ þ
X

i;k

Dk � ðSi ´ SiþΔkÞ þ
X

i

Kðn̂i � SiÞ2 þ B66
X

i

Q6
i6;

(1)

where Δk is the bond vector corresponding to the kth nearest
neighbor. The first two terms denote the usual isotropic exchange
interaction and the DM interaction between Mn atom and its kth

nearest neighbor, while the last two terms denote a single-ion
anisotropy related to the local easy axes on the a–b plane and the
sixth-order anisotropy term, respectively. The last term originates
from crystal field effects, described in terms of Stevens operator
equivalents.27 The necessity of this last term will be discussed in
further detail later in this paper. With this Hamiltonian, we fitted
the measured dispersion curves using a linear spin wave theory.
Indicated by solid lines layered on Fig. 2a, the fitted result from the
Hamiltonian with coupling constants stated in Table 1 is
consistent with the data. For our fitting, we used seven isotropic
exchange parameters:up to the second in-plane nearest neighbor
coupling and up to the third inter-plane nearest neighbor
coupling.
We have also taken into account the effects of magnon

damping and twins for our spin wave calculations. The calculated
spin wave spectra from a linear spin theory yield very large
spectral weight above 80meV (See Supplementary Fig. 3),
whereas our data show quite a uniform intensity throughout
almost the whole energy range. To resolve this discrepancy,
energy-dependent magnon damping is included to the calcula-
tion, which is often necessary to explain the spin waves for
metallic magnets28,29 (see Supplementary Note 3 for theoretical
background). The damping effect we considered is similar to that
of refs 28,29. By analyzing the elastic peak positions of the INS data,
we found two kinds of twins rotated about ±3.5° from the original
lattice orientation. The calculated spin wave spectra with both
twins and damping effect included are quite consistent with the
data, supporting our Hamiltonian (Figs. 2b and 3).

Fig. 1 Magnetic structure and reciprocal lattice of Mn3Sn. a Magnetic structure of Mn3Sn with helical ordering and possible paths for
exchange interactions. Lattice parameters are a= b= 5.67 Å, and c= 4.53 Å. Note that inversion symmetry is broken in the real magnetic
structure. For example, two spins connected by J4 are not parallel, which makes the spins non-centrosymmetric. In addition, see
Supplementary Fig. 4 for J5 which extends to an adjacent unit cell and so cannot be drawn in this picture. b An a–b plane formed by Mn and
Sn atoms at z= 0.25 (l.u), which corresponds to a yellow a–b plane in a. Nearest in-plane couplings J2 and J3 form a kagome shape. In fact, the
structure is very slightly distorted from a kagome lattice, leading to a small difference in the J2 and J3 bond lengths (see Table 1). Note,
however, that even in a perfect kagome structure the local Sn environment in adjacent layers would distinguish the J2 and J3 bonds. c
Reciprocal lattice of Mn3Sn and labels of high symmetric points used in this paper
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When fitting the magnetic Hamiltonian, we also performed
Monte Carlo simulations before the spin wave calculations to
check whether our Hamiltonian stabilizes the magnetic structure
mentioned before. Indeed, our Hamiltonian successfully demon-
strates a helical ordering as the ground state, with kz of 0.0904.
This stabilization is found in our model calculations to arise from
exchange frustration, particularly due to the positive J6 and the
negative J4 and J5. Note that the optimized kz value is found to be
narrowly focused around 0.0904 ± 0.01, since the resulting kz value
varies sharply even if the J values are adjusted only slightly.

Spin model based on DFT calculations
In order to render further credence to the above study of the helical
ordering in Mn3Sn in terms of Eq. (1), we performed ab-initio
calculations of the exchange interactions. Indeed, the dominating
interactions fall within a distance of 5–6 Å (see Fig. 4a) as predicted
by our model Hamiltonian (Table 1). Though the corresponding
values of the isotropic interactions from the fitting to the magnon
spectrum and from ab-initio calculations differs, there are crucial
similarities between the two sets of parameters: (i) strong in-plane

antiferromagnetic interactions that stabilize the triangular in-plane
spin-structure and (ii) the above-mentioned frustration of out-of-
plane exchange interactions being the source of the helical
modulation. This is evidenced in Fig. 4b showing the dispersion E
(kz) of the helically modulated Γ5 spin state of Mn3Sn as calculated
with the ab-initio exchange interactions: a minimum of E(kz)
emerges at kz= 0.086(2π/c) (blue curve in Fig. 4b), in very good
agreement with the desired value of 0.0904.

DM interaction and single-ion anisotropy
As shown in Table 1, we applied the DM interaction on the nearest
in-plane neighbor coupling (J2 and J3) with its DM vector being
parallel to the ẑ axis (with the direction from site i to site j defined
counterclockwise in the triangle formed by J2). The most
important role of this term is to stabilize the magnetic structure
with negative vector chirality (Γ5) since this term lowers the energy
of that structure.12–14 It also serves as an effective easy-plane
anisotropy, stabilizing the structure in which the spins lie in the
a–b plane. For these reasons, we assumed that the easy-plane
anisotropy effect purely comes from our DM interaction term,

Table 1. Fitted parameters of bonds with each type and a bond length of each one in Mn3Sn

J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 D1 D2 D3 K B66

Coupling const. (meV) 10.29 7.29 8.29 −1.32 −3.14 4.19 0 3.90 0 0.35zˆ 0.39zˆ −0.086 2.6 × 10−4

Bond length (A˚) 2.795 2.830 2.840 3.978 3.986 4.530 4.885 4.910 2.795 2.830 2.840

In-plane or out-of-plane Out In In Out Out Out Out In Out In In

Fig. 2 INS data and calculation result. a The inelastic neutron scattering data taken at 5 K (Ei= 100 and 200meV) and fitted dispersion (black
lines) without a twin effect. Black dashed lines indicate additional magnon modes coming from the incommensurate helical order. As
indicated with red dashed lines, we combined the data from both (HK1) and (HK2), since the data at (HK2) plane have a wider energy
coverage; for the low energy part (<40meV) these data are, however, heavily dominated by strong phonon branches and cannot be used.
Note that some strong scattering below 20meV (like between A and B) arises from multiple-scattering effects. Error bars represent one sigma
of energy values, which were determined by Gaussian peak fitting of magnon modes for each constant Q-cut. b Calculated dynamical
structure factors from our Hamiltonian with a magnon damping effect applied. The discontinuity along the B–O–C line and near at 60meV
arises from the data convolution with different instrumental energy resolutions (see Supplementary Fig. 3 for more details)
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rather than a single-ion anisotropy term with its easy plane
perpendicular to the c-axis, similar to a recent theoretical study.30

To explore the effect of DM interactions more quantitatively, we
calculated the DM interactions in the system using relativistic
DFT.31 The dominating z-components of the DM vectors are
smaller at least by two orders of magnitude than the leading
isotropic interactions (Fig. 4a), consistent with our fitting results
(see Table 1). When including the DM interactions to the
calculation of E(kz), we observe that the curve is shifted down-
wards (at kz= 0 by about 3 meV) stabilizing the Γ5 spin-state
against the Γ3 state with different chirality (red line in Fig. 4b). As
the DM energy EDM(kz) monotonously increases with kz (inset of
Fig. 4b), the out-of-plane DM interactions somewhat destabilize
the helical ordering but this effect is marginal. Surprisingly, EDM(kz)
shows a quadratic dependence for small kz, in contrast to the
usual linear dependence of spin-spirals with a ferromagnetic order
normal to the propagation. Analytic calculations with nearest
neighbor out-of-plane DM vectors indeed show that

EDM kzð Þ ’ cos kzc=2ð Þ, which is fully confirmed numerically (inset
of Fig. 4b).
When it comes to an analysis of the DM interaction in the data,

the low energy dynamics of the spin wave is important since the
DM interaction is relatively small and has little influence on the
spectra in Fig. 2 (ref. 32). Figure 5 shows the low energy INS data
obtained from the incident neutron energies relatively lower than
in Fig. 2, and the corresponding simulation results. The size of DM
interaction is determined through implementing a gradually
increasing mode at an energy value around 16meV (see inset of
Fig. 5d, indicated as a red arrow near 16 meV) which is also seen in
the INS data of the previous study (ref. 25). Meanwhile, the result
from our relativistic DFT gives the magnitude of the in-plane
nearest neighbor DM interaction as 0.17 meV, the same order of
magnitude as the fitted values.
We also found single-ion anisotropy to be as crucial as the DM

interaction in explaining several microscopic effects like an energy
gap (~5 meV) observed at the magnetic zone center (Fig. 5a). It is

Fig. 3 Comparison between data and several calculations through constant Q-cut a–d and constant E-cut e, f. Red dashed lines indicate the
calculation result from a linear spin wave theory, purple dashed and dotted lines show the result with the effect of damping applied, and blue
solid lines show the result considering both damping and twin effects. Gray dashed lines in a–c indicate a boundary between kz= 1 region
and kz= 2 region. All figures clearly show the limitations of a linear spin wave theory and therefore the need for magnon damping. Calculation
results including both damping and twin effects best explain the data. Note that all Q points are written in reciprocal lattice units
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already known that neither the ordinary easy-axis anisotropy term
(the third term in Eq. (1)) nor the fourth-order anisotropy term can
produce the energy gap since the effect of these terms coming
from each Mn site cancel out.25,27 Considering symmetrically
allowed two-ion anisotropy is also unnecessary since this term
would destroy the subtle spin canting observed experimentally13

(see Supplementary Note 4 for more details). Thus, we applied the
sixth-order anisotropy term (the fourth term in Eq. (1)), and
calculated spin waves near the magnetic zone center (Fig. 5c). For
the details of this calculation, see Supplementary Note 4. The
calculation result clearly reproduces the energy gap at the C point
(Fig. 5c).
Moreover, the single-ion anisotropy term related to the easy

axes (the third term in Eq. (1)) can explain the anharmonicity of
the helical order. As noted before, a magnetic Bragg peak also
exists at (1, 0, 3τ2) in addition to the primary satellite peak at (1, 0,
τ2).

17 In terms of Fourier components, this can be interpreted as
the third-order anharmonicity of the helical ordering; some part of
which shows a tendency to rotate three times the normal angle
per unit cell. However, finding a corresponding magnetic structure
analytically is very difficult. Instead, we performed a Monte Carlo
simulation with our Hamiltonian to obtain the energy-minimized
magnetic structure, and calculated the structure factor along the
(1 0 L) line (See Methods). Interestingly enough, the simulation
results show that the easy-axis anisotropy term clearly produces
the third-order anharmonicity (Fig. 5e), which is also consistent
with the data from the previous study (ref. 17).

DISCUSSION
It is worth pointing out the key difference between our data and
the previous reported results, extending the comparison with our
experimental results. Supported by our DFT calculations, taking
exchange interactions up to the third nearest neighbor into
account in our Hamiltonian is consistent with that in the previous
INS study of Mn3Sn (ref. 25). However, the corresponding values do
differ; especially for the bonds with the almost same bond length
but different symmetry. For example, J4 should be almost half the
value of J5 to fit the data, while ref. 25 assumed them as identical.
We attribute the difference between J4 and J5 to a different
symmetry due to the different Sn environments (see Supplemen-
tary Fig. 4) and the same feature holds also for J2 and J3. Our DFT
calculation indeed demonstrates the difference between J4 and J5
as well, giving multiple values for the bonds with the same bond
length (see supplementary Fig. 5). Also, our fitting parameters
show similar oscillatory behavior to that of the parameters

obtained from DFT calculation of Mn3Ir (refs 31,33), which has a
structure comparable to that of Mn3Sn (See Supplementary Fig. 5).
However, it is to be noted that both the parameters in Table 1 and
those from the DFT calculations do not follow the
Ruderman–Kittel– Kasuya–Yosida (RKKY) exchange curve. The
discrepancy between those and the RKKY curve may come from
the non-sphericity of Fermi surfaces and the multiband contribu-
tions, which are not negligible for Mn3Sn (ref. 34). Note also that in
real metals, an RKKY-type distance dependence of the exchange
interaction applies only in the asymptotic limit. Meanwhile, our
Hamiltonian is also similar to that used in the recent theoretical
paper about Mn3Sn (ref. 30) in terms of anisotropic contributions,
except that we have additionally considered sixth-order
anisotropy.
Given that the intrinsic magnetic Hamiltonian of the A-type and

the B-type Mn3Sn cannot differ greatly from each other at room
temperature, and the intrinsic Hamiltonian of the A-type Mn3Sn
does not change significantly with temperature22 (see Supple-
mentary Fig. 6), our work would be reasonably applicable to the
intrinsic Hamiltonian of the B-type Mn3Sn. Nevertheless, we would
like to note that performing INS for the B-type Mn3Sn will be
definitely interesting to do. The distinct difference between the
two types is the amount of excess Mn atoms occupying the 2c
sites (Sn sites), which is indeed responsible for the emergence of
the spin glass phase near 50 K rather than the helical ordering in
the B-type Mn3Sn.

20 When the temperature is much higher than
50 K, the effect of these excess Mn atoms is marginal, and we
expect the B-type Mn3Sn to share much of what we found in the
A-type Mn3Sn since the helical ordering through the c-axis has
only a small effect on the in-plane excitation spectra. When
temperature is getting closer to 50 K, however, the whole
excitation spectra will change due to the different spin config-
uration in the glass phase of the B-type Mn3Sn. Also, spin wave
stiffness and magnon lifetime would decrease, and some quasi-
elastic peaks may appear, as observed in FexCr1−x alloy system35

where the glass phase emerges under the situation similar to
Mn3Sn. Yet, this effect should be less dramatic in Mn3Sn, since it
partially retains the ferromagnetic long-range order in the glass
phase.
The change of Weyl points and anomalous Hall conductivity in

the low-temperature phase with the helical ordering is quite an
interesting point. Surprisingly, a recent study has shown that the
anomalous Hall effect from the Berry curvature of Weyl points
almost disappears in the low-T helical ordering phase of the A-
type Mn3Sn (ref. 21). The simplest way to explain this change is to
look at the symmetry of the magnetic structure. Due to the

Fig. 4 Spin model parameters and stabilization of helical ordering based on ab-initio calculations. a Isotropic Heisenberg interactions (top)
and magnitude of the z-component of Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya vectors (bottom) as a function of inter-atomic distance. Red and blue circles
denote inter- and intra-plane interactions, respectively. b Energy per unit cell of the (Γ5) state with a helical modulation propagating along the
c direction as computed with the spin model parameters in a. The blue curve corresponds to a purely isotropic model, the green curve to a
spin model including also first nearest neighbor DM interactions, and the red curve refers to including all calculated DM interactions. The inset
shows the contribution from the DM interactions to the spin-spiral energy for both cases. The nearest neighbor case (the green line) fits
perfectly to a function Acos(kzc/2)
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presence of nearly exact twofold screw symmetry with 5.5c
fractional translation along the c-axis, the anomalous Hall
conductivity (σxz and σyz) should be almost zero, consistent with
ref. 21 Of further interest, the helical ordering also breaks the
inversion symmetry of the magnetic structure. If both inversion
and time-reversal symmetries are broken, Weyl points may
disappear by pair annihilation or they might still exist with
changed position.36,37 To examine the effect of the helical
ordering on Weyl points, we performed a simple band calculation
using the tight binding method (see Supplementary Fig. 7),
following the theoretical model initially proposed for the stacked
kagome lattice,38 which is equivalent to Mn3Sn. The results clearly
show that Weyl points disappear under the helical ordering,
mainly due to both significant zone folding and spin–orbit
coupling. Thus, although this calculation is too simple to be
compared in full detail to the real band structure of Mn3Sn, at least
our result shows that the helical ordering is generally a sufficient
perturbation to eliminate Weyl points in the electronic band
structure and therefore cause the anomalous Hall effect to
decrease significantly for the A-type Mn3Sn.
To summarize, we report the spin waves measured over the full

Brillouin zone for the intermetallic antiferromagnet A-type Mn3Sn,
and present the full spin Hamiltonian. Further supported by DFT
calculations, our Hamiltonian produces the helical order with kz=
0.0904 as a magnetic ground state, including subtle anharmoni-
city. Our subsequent analysis supported by theoretical calculations
using a tight binding model reveals that this helical ordering of
the A-type Mn3Sn removes the Weyl point, and consequently
reduces the anomalous Hall conductivity experimentally seen in
the B-type Mn3Sn. Our work offers a rare example of how a
topological phenomenon, namely the Weyl point, is removed by
introducing a subtle change to the magnetic ground state.
Ultimately, it demonstrates an intricate coupling between the
electronic and spin degrees of freedom in inducing the exotic
topological phase in the B-type Mn3Sn.

METHODS
Sample preparation
The Mn3Sn single crystal with mass ~6 g was prepared by the Bridgman
method. Pure Mn (99.98%) and Sn (99.999%) pieces in a molar ratio 3:1.1
were placed into a point bottom-shaped alumina crucible (99.8%) and
sealed in quartz ampoules under 0.3 bar argon atmosphere (99.9999%).
The material was first pre-reacted in a box furnace and then placed in a
custom-made Bridgeman furnace with vertical temperature gradient.
Starting in the hot zone at 1000 C, the sample was slowly moved to the
colder bottom zone of the furnace for 4 days. After this process, the ingot
was characterized by Laue diffraction and scanning electron microscopy
(MIRA, Tescan Cezch Republic) equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX) detector (XFlash, Bruker, Germany). A large single
crystal of Mn3Sn was obtained from the bottom part of the ingot, while
intergrowths of Mn3Sn2 were found in the top part; this part of the ingot
was removed. Before further measurements, the high quality of the crystal
was then confirmed again with an IP-XRD Laue Camera (TRY-IP-YGR, TRY
SE). The precise stoichiometric ratio between Mn and Sn was analyzed
using an ICP-Atomic Emission Spectrometer (OPTIMA 8300, Perkin-Elmer
USA), giving a result of Mn2.983Sn1.017. Magnetization was also measured to
check the bulk properties (MPMS-3 EverCool, Quantum Design USA). The
results were consistent with the previously reported results (see
Supplementary Fig. 1).

Inelastic neutron scattering experiment
INS experiment was done on the single crystal using the MERLIN time-of-
flight spectrometer at ISIS, UK.39,40 We used highly pure Al sample holder
with proper Cd shielding to minimize unnecessary background signals. The
measurements were performed at 5 K. By using the repetition-rate-
multiplication (RRM) technique,41 we could collect data simultaneously
with various incident neutron energies (23, 42, and 100meV, with chopper
frequency of 400 Hz) in order to obtain the wide energy-momentum
spectra with high quality. To cover the full spin wave spectra, the
measurement with an incident neutron energy of 200meV was done using
a sloppy chopper (with chopper frequency of 500 Hz) in a single Ei mode.
Following standard procedures, time-independent background was
removed from the raw data using the data collected between 15,000 μs
and 18,000 μs, with the data corrections to compensate for the detector
efficiency.42 All data were symmetrized while conserving the lattice

Fig. 5 Low energy dynamics, and anharmonicity of the helical order. a, b Low energy part of the inelastic neutron scattering data taken at 5 K
with incident neutron beam energy Ei= 23 meV for a and Ei= 42meV for b. The red arrows in a, b indicate the size of an energy gap and the
emergence of gradually increasing mode, respectively. Since the size of the energy gap and the height of this gradually increasing mode at
the C point are determined solely by B66 and the DM interaction, we can reasonably extract their size (Table 1).c, d Calculated dynamical
structure factor paired with a, b for each. Constant Q-cut at C point (inset of c) whose red solid line denotes the calculation result including an
elastic peak clearly shows the energy gap. e The result of Monte Carlo simulations with changing the size of easy-axis anisotropy (K), showing
the emergence of third harmonic satellite peak at (1, 0, 3q)
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symmetry to improve statistics. Then, we properly combined all the data
from different neutron incident energies to obtain uniformly fine quality
over a wide energy and momentum range. After the experiment, we
analyzed the data using the Horace software.43

Theoretical calculations
We used spinW to calculate theoretical spin wave spectra, which is based
on a linear spin wave theory using the method of diagonalizing the
magnetic Hamiltonian by applying the Holstein–Primakoff transformation
after local coordinate rotation.44 For the simulation showing the
emergence of anharmonicity in the helical ordering, we set a supercell
of [1 1 6600] size and executed the energy-minimizing algorithm built in
spinW to obtain the corresponding magnetic structure. Omitting some
constants, the following well-known equation is used to calculate the
structure factor.

dσ
dΩ

¼ ðFðqÞÞ2
X

ij

ðδij � q̂i q̂jÞ
X

λk

pλk ´
X

l;l0
expðiq � ðrl0 � rlÞÞhλk jsilsjl0jλki;

(2)

where F(q) and pλk denote the magnetic form factor and polarization,
respectively. The damping effect is also included by an additional
convolution with a Lorentzian function in addition to the Gaussian
convolution related to the limited instrumental resolution. The instru-
mental resolution was precisely determined by the MantidPlot program,
with accurate consideration of the beamline’s specifications and chopper
frequency.45 For the Lorentzian convolution, we assumed that the amount
of damping depends only on magnon energy. Dependence of its half
width at half maximum (Γ) on spin wave energy (E) was chosen as the
following, where E is a variable with a step of 0.1 meV: Γ= 1meV for
energies less than 40meV, Γ= E/64 for E= 40.1 to 85meV, and Γ= E/26 for
E= 85.1 to 110meV. Those values are determined by fitting the calculated
intensity with the data.
Scalar-relativistic ab-initio calculations were carried out using Green’s

function approach based on the linearized muffin-tin orbital (LMTO)
method in the atomic sphere approximation,46 as implemented in the
Questaal code (Questaal Electronic Structure Package, https://www.
questaal.org). To compensate for the underestimation of the exchange
splitting in itinerant Mn compounds typical for the local density
approximation (LDA), we employed the LDA+U method with double
counting correction in the fully local limit47 using the parameters U=
1.0 eV and J= 0.5 eV. The isotropic exchange interactions were then
calculated in terms of the method of infinitesimal rotations48 from a
ferromagnetic state of reference. The DM interactions were obtained by
exploiting the spin-cluster expansion technique as implemented in
combination with the relativistic scheme of Disordered Local Moments
within the screened Korringa–Kohn–Rostoker Green’s function approach.30
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